The Global CHE Network is a community of individuals and organizations using the strategy of Community Health Evangelism (CHE) to bring people to faith in Jesus and lift communities out of cycles of poverty and disease. The CHE strategy, mission, and methods follow a biblical pattern that puts individuals and communities on a path to genuine, self-sustaining, long-lasting, and reproducible transformation.

THE CHE STRATEGY

Community Health Evangelism (CHE) is a movement that has revolutionized the way global missions is done around the world. We promote Christ-centered development through empowerment strategies that avoid unhealthy dependencies. We facilitate processes that involve the people themselves choosing priorities, identifying assets, and making and implementing plans using locally available resources. Our program is being used by hundreds of Christian churches and organizations across the globe to transform lives, families, and communities from the inside out.

THE CHE MISSION

As we move from one community to the next, and from one nation to the next, Christ is Lord in all and Lord of all. Church planting movements, disease prevention, and poverty alleviation are all intended outcomes of our work of making disciples of all nations. We believe in advancing God’s Kingdom by reflecting the depth and breadth of His Kingdom plan.

CHE TRAINING AND MATERIALS

Have you ever been in a classroom where the roles of the teacher and student overlap? The interactive learning approach that the Global CHE Network (GCN) is using to equip and mobilize local communities honors the idea that mankind has been created in God’s image, and involves people in assessing their own problems and creating their own solutions.

Our large library contains thousands of lesson plans for community training and capacity building. They cover everything from A-Z in community-based development, including disease preventing, health promotion, poverty alleviation, economic development, agriculture, social change, human relationships, moral values, and spiritual transformation.

Contact us today to schedule a training in your area, or to inquire about our lesson plan material.
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